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Double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWCNTs) have been fluorinated using (1) gaseous F2 at 200 �C,
(2) amixture ofBrF3 andBr2 at roomtemperature, and (3) radio frequencyCF4plasma.The stability of
the resultant samples was examined by thermogravimetric analysis in an inert atmosphere and by
comparing the X-ray photoelectron spectra of the pristine samples with those after heating in vacuum
at either 70 �C for 10 h or 120 �C for 20 h. TheDWCNTs fluorinated by F2 showed the highest stability
(the temperature of decomposition is around 396 �C), while the BrF3 and plasma-fluorinated
DWCNTs lose fluorine from 150 �C. Prolonged annealing of the fluorinated DWCNTs in vacuum
at a temperature below 150 �C also resulted in the defluorination of the samples. Fluorine atoms leave
the DWCNT surface together with carbon atoms leading to defects in the graphitic network. These
defects are likely to be centers for later functionalization by oxygen-containing groups duringDWCNT
storage.

Introduction

Fluorination of the surface of carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
creates new possibilities for the development of CNT deri-
vatives, separation of nanotubes, and their application in
various fields.1 It has been shown that the addition of
fluorine to the side walls of single-wall CNTs (SWCNT)
significantly alters their electric conductivity, optical proper-
ties, and solubility.2 Good solvation of fluorinated
SWCNTs inalcohols3 allowsone tomake further chemistry4

and to disperse nanotubes in a polymermatrix.5 Use for this
purpose of double-walled CNTs (DWCNTs) is of special
interest because only the surface of the external CNT is
fluorinated,while the internalCNTpreserves its ownunique

electronic andoptical characteristics.6,7Asa result, theuseof
fluorinated DWCNTs is promising for reinforcement of
polymer composites as well as in electronics and sensor
applications.
One of the advantages of fluorination is the possibility to

recover the CNT surface by treatment with hydrazine3,8 or
heating the fluorinated sample in an inert atmosphere.9

Annealing of fluorinated SWCNTs at 100 �C during 1 h in
argon or helium flow was shown to activate the vibrations
of the graphitic network of CNTs in the IR-region.9

Analysis of Raman data indicated that thermal defluor-
ination results in conversion of most of the fluorinated
SWCNTs back to the initial state; however, a part of the
CNTs is etched with the creation of defects and/or amor-
phous carbon phases.10 The IR-spectroscopic study of
argon matrix isolated products of the thermal decomposi-
tion of fluorinated SWCNTs found that fluorine atoms
leave the CNT surface together with carbon atoms.11 The
main detected species are COF2 below 300 �C and CF4 at
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higher annealing temperatures. X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS) showed that annealing of the fluorinated
DWCNTs at 300 �C in vacuum conditions removed most
of the fluorine atoms,while the electronic state of carbon in
the product was different from that in the pristine non-
fluorinated sample.12

There are several ways to fluorinate CNTs, the most
common being fluorination by F2 at elevated tempera-
tures,13 by gaseous BrF3 at room temperature,14 and
using a treatment with CF4 plasma.15 The first method
yields the highest fluorination degree to the CNT surface
with a C2F composition for SWCNTs, while the limiting
composition achieved using the second method is C3F.
For plasma treated multiwalled CNTs (MWCNTs),
the surface fluorine concentration can be controlled by
the reaction time and plasma power up to C2F.

16,17 The
differences in fluorination conditions, particularly in the
kinetic energy of the fluorinating agent, should result in
different surface reaction mechanisms and consequently
in various fluorine patterns on the CNT surface, which
will ultimately determine the specific properties and
possible applications of the fluorinated material.18,19

In the present work we compare the thermal stability of
fluorinated DWCNTs produced using the three above-
mentioned fluorination methods with that of purified
DWCNTs taken from the same batch. The thermal
decomposition of pristine and fluorinated samples in an
argon atmosphere was studied by thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA). The electronic state of carbon and
fluorine in the samples, subjected to prolonged heating
at fixed temperature in vacuum, was examined by near
edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spec-
troscopy. The composition of the fluorinated DWCNTs
and those after annealing and storage in a laboratory
environment was determined by XPS.

Method

DWCNTs were produced by decomposition of CH4

vapor (CCVD, catalytic chemical vapor depositionmeth-
od) over Mg1-xCoxO solid solution containing small
additions of molybdenum.20 High-resolution transmis-
sion electron microscopy showed that a typical sample

consists of about 80% DWCNTs, 15% SWCNTs, and a
small amount of triple-walled nanotubes. The diameter
distribution of the DWCNTs ranged from 0.5 to 2.5 nm
for the inner tubes and from 1.2 to 3.2 nm for the outer
tubes. DWCNTs were purified by a procedure described
elsewhere.21 Briefly, the samplewas heated in air at 450 �C
for 1 h followed by treatment with concentrated HCl
(37%) to dissolve metal oxides formed during the oxida-
tion process, and then washed with deionized water and
dried at 30 �C in vacuum.
The 0.7 nm difference between the inner and outer

nanotube diameter corresponds in general to a (nþ9,m)
helicity for the outer tube for a (n,m) inner nanotube.22

Given a Gaussian distribution of the diameters, based on
the experimentally observed diameter distribution20 the
mean inner diameter is 1.5 nm. We therefore take as a
meanDWCNTan inner (19,0) zigzag nanotube (diameter
1.489nm), and a (28,0) outer nanotube (diameter 2.193nm)
when calculating the fluorine relative atomic concentra-
tions below.
Fluorination of DWCNTs using fluorine gas was con-

ducted at 200 �C for 10 min. F2 gas was produced by
electrolysis of liquid anhydrous HF and not purified to
remove HF traces, expected to act as a catalyst. Fluorina-
tion by gaseous BrF3 was carried out in a Teflon flask,
where the sample was held over a solution of Br2 andBrF3

for 7 days. Dilution of BrF3 by bromine decreases the
reaction rate, lowering the amount of the released energy.
The flask content was then dried by a flow of N2 until no
more Br2 was released (∼48 h). Plasma fluorination was
performed by exposing DWCNTs to a CF4 plasma for
10 min (full methodology is described in refs 16,17).
Plasma frequency and power were 13.56 MHz and 15 W
respectively, and the chamber pressure was 0.1 Torr. The
nanotubes were not stirred or agitated during the process.
The TGA study was performed with a SETARAM

TAG24 thermobalance. In the TGA experiments, the
sample was heated in an argon atmosphere from 25 to
600 �C continuously. The heating rate was 1 �C/min.
The NEXAFS experiments were carried out at the

Berliner Elektronenspeicherring f€ur Synchrotronstrahlung
(BESSY) using radiation from the Russian-German
beamline. NEXAFS spectra near the CK- and FK-edges
were acquired in the total-electron yield mode with a
typical probing depth of a few nanometers.23 The spectra
were normalized to the primary photon current from a
gold-covered grid recorded simultaneously. The mono-
chromatization of the incident radiation was∼80 meV in
the carbon absorption region and ∼170 meV in the
fluorine absorption region, both full width at half-maxi-
mum (fwhm). The sampleswere annealed at 70 �C for 12 h
and at 120 �C for 20 h in vacuum chamber before the
experiments.
The overall XPS of the initial DWCNTs, fluorinated

DWCNTs and the annealed fluorinated samples were
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recorded on a SpecsLab PHOIBOS 150 spectrometer.
The spectra were excited with monochromatic X-ray
emission Al KR (1486.6 eV). The measurements of the
annealed samples were carried out after keeping the
samples in laboratory conditions for half a year. The base
pressure in the spectrometer chamber during experiments
was 10-9 mbar.
The transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM) study was

performed using a Titan 80-300 image side Cs-corrected
electron microscope (FEI, Netherlands) at 80 kV accele-
rating voltage.
Theoretical spin polarized density functional theory

(DFT) calculations were performed using the AIMPRO
code,24,25 on an orthorhombic 32 atom supercell of
graphene using a 2 � 2 � 2 k-point grid. Hartwigsen-
Goedecker-Hutter relativistic pseudopotentials26 were
used for all atoms. Atom-centered Gaussian basis func-
tions were used to construct the many-electron wave
function with angular momenta up to l = 2. Electronic
level occupation was obtained using a Fermi occupation
function with kT = 0.04 eV.

Results and Discussion

The TG investigation of the samples revealed that the
process of decomposition of fluorinated DWCNTs is
different from that of the pristine nanotubes and results
in different products depending on the fluorination tech-
niques (Figure 1a). The differential TG (DTG) curves
show that the weight loss of pristine DWCNTs starts
from about 450 �C, and the sample then loses weight
continuously with increasing temperature (curve 4 in
Figure 1b). The F2 fluorinated DWCNTs are stable up
to 100 �C, and most of the fluorine atoms are detached
from the nanotube surface in the interval from 250 to
475 �Cwith aminimum in theDTG curve at about 395 �C
(curve 1 in Figure 1b). The weight of the sample fluori-
nated by BrF3 begins to decrease below 100 �C (curve 2 in
Figure 1b), which can be attributed to removal of bromine
molecules trapped in the intertube space. The fluorine
atoms are removed from the sample mainly at tempera-
tures from 250 to 455 �C. The plasma-treated DWCNTs
gradually lose weight starting from 100 �C (curve 3 in
Figure 1b). The DTG curves for all the fluorinated
DWCNTs have a minimum around 585 �C that could be
due to destruction of the CNT cage. Interestingly, fluorine
removal from the fluorinated DWCNTs produced by
different methods occurs in different temperature inter-
vals, indicative of different binding energy of fluorine
atoms with the DWCNT surface.
The overall XPS spectra of the fluorinated samples

show signals of carbon, fluorine, and oxygen. The con-
centration of elements in the samples was estimated from
the ratio of the areas of the corresponding lines taking
intoaccount thephotoionization cross sections (seeTable 1).

The DWCNTs fluorinated by a mixture of BrF3 and Br2
additionally contained ∼1 at % of bromine that was not
considered in the following discussion. The highest concen-
tration of fluorine was found in the sample fluorinated by
F2 at elevated temperature with a relative fluorine concen-
tration of 20.30 at %. High-resolution TEM investigation
of the sample indicated that the double-walled structure
of nanotubes after F2 action is preserved (Figure 2). The
fluorine concentration in the samples fluorinated using
BrF3 and CF4 plasma is equal to 13.80 at % and 11.06 at
%, respectively.
We note that the relative atomic concentrations as

determined by XPS include contributions of photoelec-
trons belonging to both walls of the DWCNTs. None-
theless, the relative atomic concentration for fluorine
only corresponds to outer wall functionalization. Since
the nanotubes under consideration here are relatively
small, there is a larger discrepancy between the amount
of nanotubes per 1D unit cell for the inner and outer
walls. The relative fluorine atomic concentrations given
in Table 1 are therefore recalculated for the actual CFx

ratio on the outer wall given amean nanotube of (19,0)@-
(28,0) helicity (see above). This corresponds to a C/F ratio
of 2.256, 3.643, and 4.746, thus giving approximate CF0.44,
CF0.27, and CF0.21 addition ratios respectively for nano-
tubes treated by F2, BrF3, and CF4 plasma (see Table 1).
These values are close to the compositions of the fluori-
nated SWCNTsobtained in similar conditions.8,10,14,27The
limiting surface C/F ratio expected for certain fluorination

Figure 1. Thermal gravimetric (TG) (a) and differential TG (DTG)
(b) curves for DWCNTs fluorinated by F2 (1), BrF3 (2), and with CF4

plasma (3) and for pristine non-fluorinated DWCNTs (4).
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methods is difficult to achieve for SWCNTs andDWCNTs
because they usually formbundles. Fluorinating agents first
act on the bundle surface and after that the kinetics of the
fluorination process becomes considerably restricted be-
cause of the necessity for reagent penetration through the
fluorinated layer. Even after repeated F2 treatment at
optimal conditions the SWCNTs were not completely
dispersed.28 TEM analysis of our fluorinated DWCNTs
shows that average diameter of bundles in the sample
fluorinated by CF4 plasma is nearly the same as that in
the pristine sample (∼20 nm), while it decreases to∼12 nm
and∼8 nm for the samples fluorinated by BrF3 andF2. The
higher fluorination rate and deeper fluorine penetration
providedby theF2 gasmethod compared to theCF4plasma
method have been previously observed by XPS for graphi-
tized carbon materials.29,30 The plasma-enhanced fluorina-
tion is therefore assumed to form a thin fluorinated layer
which does not affect the bulk properties of the material.

The concentration of oxygen is higher for the sample
with the larger fluorine content (Table 1). The XPS
examination of the pristine DWCNTs found ∼2 at %
of oxygen, which will be present as functional groups on
the nanotube surface. These groups result from the
purification procedure as well as from the storage of the
CNTs in laboratory air. Fluorination of CNTs increases
the amount of attached oxygen, as previously mentioned
in ref 31. The increase in oxygen content in the fluorinated
CNTs can result from fluorination in an air-containing
atmosphere, which promotes the attachment of oxygen
species to carbon atoms located near to fluorinated
carbon atoms and thus having an additional charge. Also,
fluorinated DWCNTs kept in ambient conditions could
interact with oxygen-containing molecules leading to the
substitution of fluorine atoms by hydroxyl groups. AnXPS
study of the functional sidewall composition of MWCNTs
fluorinated by fluorine gas in an inert atmosphere revealed
that the component ratio of the O 1s peak of fluorinated
MWCNTswas almost the sameas that of rawMWCNTs.32

Thus, we conclude that the increase of oxygen in our
products more likely occurs during the fluorination proce-
dure. The enhanced oxygen content in the DWCNTs
fluorinated by F2 could be due to the elevated temperature
in the reactor. Moreover, the repeated XPS examination of
the F2 fluorinated DWCNTs after 1 year storage detected
no change in sample composition, suggesting a slow rate of
hydrolysis for such systems.
To provide a high vacuum (∼10-9 mbar) during the

NEXAFS experiments the holder with deposited samples
has been annealed at 120 �C for 20 h. The spectra of the
pristine and fluorinatedDWCNT samples measured near
the C K- and F K-edges are compared in Figure 3. The F
K-edgeNEXAFS spectra of the fluorinated samples have
been aligned with the C K-edge spectra using the XPS
data on theC 1s andF 1s binding energies. Intensity in the
carbon region and fluorine region was normalized to the
values at 330 eV (not shown in the Figure) and 711 eV,
respectively. The C K-edge NEXAFS spectrum of the
pristine DWCNTs exhibits two sharp resonances at
∼284.5 and 291.5 eV corresponding to the 1sfπ* and
1sfσ* transitions.33 The splitting of the σ* resonance is
indicative of the high graphitization level34 of the
DWCNTs. Fluorination of the sample causes a reduction

Table 1. Relative Atomic Concentration (at %) for Main Elements in the DWCNT Samples, Fluorinated by Different Fluorinating Agents, Evaluated by

XPS, Together with the Weight Percentage (wt %) Given in Parenthesis, and Estimated CFx Ratio for the Outer Nanotube of DWCNT (See Text)

F-DWCNT carbon fluorine oxygen bromine CFx surface ratio
a

F2 75.24 (66.39) 20.30 (28.36) 4.46 (5.25) 0.44
BrF3 82.58 (72.06) 13.80 (19.07) 2.63 (3.06) 0.99 (5.82) 0.27
CF4 86.23 (80.32) 11.06 (16.31) 2.71 (3.37) 0.21

aWe note that the CFx ratios estimated above are for a (19,0)@(28,0) nanotube. If the experimentally observed range of nanotube diameters is taken
into account, namely from 0.5 to 2.5 nm for the inner tube, this gives ratios in the range of CF0.37-0.48; CF0.23-0.30 and CF0.18-0.23 respectively.

Figure 2. High resolution TEM image of DWCNTs fluorinated by F2 at
200 �C.
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in the π* resonance intensity, broadening of the σ*
resonance, and appearance of intensity between 287 and
289 eV labeled by D (Figure 3a). The relative intensity of
the π* resonance decreases with the increase of fluorine
content in the DWCNT sample, demonstrating forma-
tion of covalent C-F bonds.
The F K-edge NEXAFS spectra of the fluorinated

DWCNTs have an intense peak at 696 eV corresponding
to the σ* resonance (labeled C in Figure 3b) and pre-edge
features, whose position and relative intensity are diffe-
rent for the samples produced by different methods. The
coincidence of the pre-edge features of the F K-edge
NEXAFS spectra with the D feature in the C K-edge
spectra (after energy alignment of the spectra) indicates
that the latter feature corresponds to the 1sfσ* transi-
tions within carbon atoms bonded with fluorine. The
variations in shape of the D feature could be due to
different local surroundings of CF units on the CNT sur-
face fluorinated in different conditions. This conclusion is
supported by the large difference in the pre-edge structure
of the F K-edge NEXAFS spectra of the samples. The
spectrum of the DWCNTs fluorinated by F2 (curve 1 in
Figure 3b) shows a single intense peak B before the σ*
resonance. The pre-edge feature in the spectrum of the
DWCNTs fluorinated by BrF3 (curve 2 in Figure 3b) is
split into two peaks A and B located at 690.7 and 693.2
eV, while the spectrum of plasma-treatedDWCNTs has a
shoulder at the low-energy side of the main peak (curve 3
in Figure 3b). We found only one paper presenting an F
K-edge NEXAFS spectrum of fluorinated CNTs.35 In
this paper the MWCNTs were fluorinated by molecular
fluorine at 420 �C, and the spectrum is closest to our

spectrum of fluorinated DWCNTs produced by the
similar procedure. The F K-edge NEXAFS spectrum
of the DWCNTs fluorinated by BrF3 is akin to those of
the SWCNTs and few-walled CNTs fluorinated in the
same conditions.36 It is likely that the fluorine pattern on
the CNT surface is strongly determined by the fluorina-
tion method used.
Quantum-chemical calculations have previously indi-

cated that the lowest energy configurations of fluorine
atoms on CNT surfaces are (1,2) and (1,4) additions,
where a second fluorine atom is attached in the ortho- and
para- position respectively of a carbon hexagon.37 For the
C2F and C4F composition corresponding to the surface
coverage of DWCNTs fluorinated by F2 and BrF3, these
configurations lead to formation of alternated fluorocar-
bon and bare chains in the first structure and benzenoid
rings surrounded by para-fluorinated hexagons in the
second structure.18 The calculated binding energies per
fluorine atom for C2F and C4F are 1.83 and 1.75 eV, in
agreement with the highest stability of the F2 fluorinated
DWCNTs found from TGA analysis. It should be men-
tioned that the actual fluorine pattern in the investigated
samples will be determined not only by the thermody-
namic conditions but also the choice of fluorinating
agent.
The surface composition of the fluorinated DWCNT

samples annealed at 120 �C during 20 h or at 70 �C during

12 h in vacuum, and then kept in the laboratory atmo-

sphere more than half a year was probed by XPS. Depen-

dence of fluorine and oxygen concentration in the samples

on the heating temperature is presented in Figure 4. One

can see that the annealing resulted in partial defluorination

of the DWCNTs (Figure 4a). The fluorine content in the

samples fluorinatedbyF2 andBrF3 continuously decreases

with increasing temperature and annealing time and at

120 �C annealing for 20 h, about half of the fluorine atoms

are removed from the DWCNTs. The plasma-fluorinated

sample loses two-third of its fluorine at 70 �C, and the

stronger annealing conditions cause almost no further

change in the sample content. Although the TG and

DTG analysis showed negligible weight loss of the fluori-

nated DWCNTs at 70 and 120 �C, the XPS data indicate

that with prolonged annealing at these temperatures the

fluorine concentration in the samples is markedly de-

creased. This suggests that kinetics of species on the

nanotube surface may play an important role.
It is interesting that oxygen content in the annealed

fluorinated samples is much higher than in the as-pre-
pared fluorinated samples (Figure 4b). Removal of fluor-
ine atoms together with carbon atoms from CNT walls11

will produce vacancies and edge sites. The carbon atoms
constituting these defects have a higher reactivity toward
the oxygen-containing molecules present in air. Quan-
tum-chemical calculations have shown that the dissocia-
tion probability of water increases with an increase in the

Figure 3. NEXAFS spectra measured near the C K-edge (a) and F
K-edge (b) of DWCNTs fluorinated by F2 (1), BrF3 (2), and with CF4

plasma (3) and for pristine non-fluorinated DWCNTs (4).
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numberof structural defect sites on the graphite sheet.38The
proposition, that annealing of the fluorinated DWCNTs
results in etching of nanotube shells, is supported by
analysis of the TGA data (Figure 1). The data shows that
the weight loss of the sample fluorinated by F2 (BrF3) is
52 wt% (44 wt%) at 473 �C (455 �C) when removal of the
fluorine atoms is complete. Taking into account the con-
centration of elements determined byXPS (table 1), assum-
ing the DWCNTs fluorinated by F2 and BrF3 lose all their
fluorine, oxygen, andbromine atoms (for the latter sample),
to account for the observed weight loss they must also lose
respectively 18 wt % and 16 wt % of carbon atoms.
Considering that the internal shells of the DWCNTs were
not fluorinated, this implies that the loss of carbon corres-
ponds to losing about 46% and 36% of the external shells.
This result agrees with TGA investigations of fluorinated
SWCNTs with composition CF0.2, which detected ∼45%
overall weight loss of the sample.39 Because fluorine atoms
are removed as COF2 and CF4 species,11,39 additional
oxygen atoms, which are needed to provide weight balance,
can originate from impurities in the argon used in the
TGA experiment and/or from molecules adsorbed on the
DWCNT surface. Unlike the other samples, the loss of the
plasma-fluorinatedDWCNT sample heated up to 437 �C is
20 wt%, which corresponds to the complete removal of all
fluorine and oxygen atoms and less than 1 at % of the
carbon. This amount of carbon is insufficient to bind all
fluorine and oxygen atoms in the molecular species. How-
ever, if fluorine is concentrated on the surface of large-size
DWCNT bundles, the XPS will overestimate the F/C ratio

for the plasma-fluorinated sample. In any case it appears
that the decomposition of this sample results in the forma-
tion of fluorocarbon molecules but with considerably less
destruction of CNT walls than for the samples fluorinated
by F2 and BrF3.
Comparison of the XPS and TGA results indicates that

stability of the fluorinated DWNCTs depends on the
method of fluorination. Thermal defluorination results
in partial etching of the walls in DWCNTs fluorinated
by F2 and BrF3 and has almost no destructive effect on
the DWCNTs fluorinated with CF4 plasma. We can
speculate briefly about possible origins for the different
behavior observed in the plasma treated samples. In the
CF4 plasma, molecular fragments are produced, not only
F but also CFx (x=1-3). Indeed, the XPS C 1 spectrum
of plasma fluorinated DWCNTs showed the peaks cor-
responding to CF2 and CF3 groups. Attachment of large
moieties such as CF2 and CF3 to the nanotube surface
could obstruct further surface fluorination, restricting the
maximum attainable fluorine surface concentration as
observed. Additionally if weakly surface mobile at 70 �C,
it is feasible that they could migrate and combine with
other surface species (F, CFx), leading to the observed
kinetically limited weight loss in the sample in this tem-
perature range. Loss of surfacematerial in this waywould
not involve loss of carbon from the nanotube wall,
consistent with the “pristine-like” tube stability seen in
TGA data and the constant oxygen levels in the sample
determined from XPS.
To investigate this model for CF4-plasma treated tubes we

performed DFT calculations of both single F and CFx

attachment to a graphene surface. Binding energies are
calculated relative to an isolated relaxed perfect graphene
sheet, and a single isolatedmolecular fragment (F,CF2,CF3).
Fatombindswith 2.37 eV,whereas thebinding energyofCF2

andCF3groups is1.04,and0.90eVper fragment, respectively,
with the former having carbene-like addition. Sequential
detachment of the CFx, moieties with heating temperature
could explain continuous weight loss of the plasma fluori-
nated DWCNTs beginning from 100 �C. Moreover, the
weakly bound CF3 could surface migrate until collecting
either F to release CF4 or another CF3 to release C2F6.
Assuming Arrhenius-like kinetics behavior, with attempt
frequency of 1013 Hz (Debye frequency), at 70 �CCF3 will
be making 9.4 hops/second while F will be immobile. It
also suggests that plasma treatment time may strongly
influence surface composition, since such surface kinetics
will presumably also be important for initial covering.

Conclusion

Three different methods have been used for the fluor-
ination of CVD-produced DWCNTs. The thermal stabi-
lity of the products was studied using TG and DTG
analysis; additionally the surface chemical composition
of the long-time annealed fluorinated DWCNTs was
determined by XPS. The thermal defluorination process
was found to depend strongly on the method of DWCNT
fluorination. Increase in the temperature and duration of

Figure 4. Concentration of fluorine (a) and oxygen (b) in the DWCNTs
fluorinated by F2 (1), BrF3 (2), and with CF4 plasma (3) as a function of
the annealing temperature.
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sample annealing in vacuum results in progressive re-
moval of fluorine from DWCNTs fluorinated by F2 or
BrF3. The fluorine atoms withdraw together with carbon
atoms, creating vacancies and edge-sites. The defect sites
may promote dissociation of water molecules and devel-
opment of oxygen-containing groups on the surface of the
annealed fluorinated DWCNTs kept in a laboratory
atmosphere. DWCNTs fluorinated with CF4 plasma lose
most of their fluorine after sample annealing at 70 �C
during 12 h, with negligible etching of CNT walls. The
different stability of the fluorinated DWCNTs produced
by different methods demonstrates different binding en-
ergy between carbon and fluorine atoms that is likely due
to the various mechanisms of nanotube fluorination. Our

calculations support a model whereby F2 and BrF3

fluorination proceed through direct fluorine addition to
the nanotube exterior, while CF4 plasma fluorination
adds a mix of species including F, CF2, and CF3.
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